MLA Citations for Works Cited Page: Quick Guide

1. Format for citing an entire book or play:

   Author(s). Title of Book. Other Contributors, edition, Publisher, Year Published. Series.

   **One author:**

   **Two authors:**

   **More than two authors:**

   **Corporate author:**

   *When the corporate author is also the publisher*, start the citation with the title:

   **Edited work:**
2. Format for citing a book from an online database:

Author(s) or Editor(s). Title of Source. Other contributors, version, vol. number, Publisher, Year Published. Name of Database, URL or DOI. Optional Date of access.


3. Format for citing an article or chapter from a book/anthology:

Author(s). “Title of Chapter or Article.” Title of Anthology, edited by Editor(s) Name(s), edition, vol. number, Publisher, Year published, pages.


4. Formats for citing a magazine or newspaper article that you read in paper format:

Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Magazine, Issue Date, pages.
Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Newspaper, Issue Date, edition (if any), pages.


5. Formats for citing a magazine or newspaper article that you read in an online database such as ProQuest, EBSCOhost, or Gale Opposing Viewpoints:

Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Magazine, Issue Date, pages. Name of Online Database, URL of article. Optional Access Date.

Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Newspaper, Issue Date, edition, pages. Name of Online Database, URL of article. Optional Access Date.


6. Format for citing a magazine or newspaper article that you read from the source’s website:

Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Magazine Website, Date published or last updated, Publisher if different name from the Title of Website, URL of article. Optional Access Date.
Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Newspaper Website, Date published or last updated, Publisher if different name from the Title of Website, URL of article. Optional Access Date.


7. Format for citing a journal article that you read in paper format:

Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Journal, vol., no., Issue Date, pages.


8. Format for citing a journal article that you read in an online database such as ProQuest, EBSCOhost, CINAHL, SocINDEX, or PsycARTICLES or that you read from the article’s website:

Author(s). “Title of Article.” Name of Journal, vol., no., Date published, pages. Name of Online Database, DOI or URL of article. Access Date suggested if using URL.


9. **Format for citing a website:**

   Author(s). “Title of Web Page.” *Title of Website*, Date the article was published or last updated, Publisher if different name from the Title of Website, URL. Optional Access Date.
